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The most distinguished humanist of 

today is Mulkraj Anand, an internationally 

reputed Indo – Anglican novelist, short story 

writer, essayist, art critic and poet. Anand’s 

emphasis his plea for the exercise of 

compassion as a living value, his conception 

of the whole man, the deep significance he 

attaches to art and poetry as instruments for 

developing whole men, his crusade against 

superstition , feudalism, and imperialism- 

these are some of the chief characteristics of 

his humanism. The themes and subjects of 

Anand are chiefly aimed at portraying the 

contemporary social situation as seen and 

felt by the individual. More often than not, 

Anand’s individual finds traditions and 

savage customs, a defiled social order or a 

cruel administration. Delineating graphically 

the helpless state, Anand aims at touching 

the humanist chords of the reader’s heart, 

with a message perhaps that only a 

concerted effort can examine the non – too – 

gay present situation. Anand exposes the 

contemporary situation through an analysis 

of the predicament of the men and women 

he knows. Anand saw India in terms of 

enslavement, caste, poverty, religious 

archaism, saluted the enduring heroism of 

the poor and oppression of the women. The 

women that reside in Anand’s world are all 

preys of habit where man is ascribed the 

pride of place and thus allowed the socio-

cultural confirmation of the female 

banishment. The old woman and the Cow 

presents the story of Gauri, a meek and 

gentle country- woman who suffers silently 

all the hardships and injustices imposed on 

her mother, mother in law, and even her 

husband till she meets the enlightened city 

doctor , Colonel Mahindra, under whose 

influence she grows glowingly conscious of 

her intrinsic worth as an independent 

individual. The leitmotif of this novel 

develops in Gauri’s journey to 

emancipation. She is married to Panchi, “the 

holy bull”. Gauri, “the gentle Cow” wanders 
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from Piplan kalan to Chota Piplan, 

symbolizes a considerable fall in her 

destiny. Gauri husband Panchi , also tries to 

free  himself from the crushing and debasing 

influence of his uncle and aunt and the entire 

village bent on fault-finding and agitating 

him, but he fails. But his very combat, just 

as Gauri’s, attracts our sympathy. 

Anand’s humanistic note in ‘The Old 

Women and the Cow’ is obvious that 

present the strong plea for the identification 

and approval of women’s rights. The 

novelist’s sense of disbelief  in the Christian 

perspective of vice, his emphasis on the 

value of compassion in human affinities, his 

criticism of the cash- bound and his usual 

reproof of uncritical faith in superstition, 

Karma, and God – these are the humanistic 

notes that form the plot of his novel. 

In our conventional socio- cultural 

milieu the woman remains unrealized, 

trapped, caged and oppressed. That women 

need equality with men is the chief principle 

of Anand’s humanism which constructs the 

plot of this novel. The novelist presents the 

treatments of man’s idea and actions in 

respect of woman. Gauri’s whole life is a 

tale of torture and trauma. The crowded and 

obstructed atmosphere of the joint family 

does not allot a room for making  love 

between Gauri and her husband.  She does 

nothing but groans and moans under the 

distress of male chauvinism. She is 

abidingly blamed of being an inauspicious 

creature, liable not only for the mishaps of 

the family but also for the drought in the 

village. Kesari, the traditional mother-in-

law, does not want to loosen her hold on 

Panchi and continues to despise and distress 

Gauri. She is helpless. She finds a little love 

and tenderness in the corner of her 

husband’s heart. Her husband, Panchi, is 

also a prey of the stratagems of the envious 

Kesari and artful Mola Ram. Despite his 

occasional love and compassion for Gauri, 

he is mostly seen savage peasant, a wild bull 

whose gruesome tendency comes in constant 

clash with Gauri’s gentle nature.  

Panchi is a weak husband. He does 

not consider the veritable predicament of his 

wife, Gauri. He becomes a victim of 

Kesari’s machination. Kesari makes him 

believe that Gauri is de facto inauspicious 

and immortal. But it is Gauri who is 

probably succeeded in mollifying Panchi 

through her mere affection and endurance. 

Consequently she is conceived and becomes 

teemful. But it does not last for long. Gauri 

is bartered away by malice and licentious 

uncle, Amru and a greedy mother, Lakshmi, 

for money and wiping out of mortgage on 

two houses and a cow, to the old and rude 
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widower Seth  Jai Ram Das in Hoshiarpur. 

She gets free from the Seth’s house to 

Dr.Mahindra’s hospital, with fever and 

malady and now she feels free from the 

clutches of the old Seth who entices her to 

live as his wife. Here she contends with 

Dr.Batra a Beastly Debauchee. 

Dr.Mahindra’s gentle behavior and reformist 

ideas bring about a transformation in her. 

Her life takes a constant change in the 

company of Dr.Mahindra. Now she has been 

changed from gentle cow to self- willed 

woman with her own individuality. Once 

getting a chance she goes back to her 

husband but Panchi mistrust her virginity. 

But Gauri is no longer a passive creature to 

avow this kind of behavior.  

Anand presents the symbolic aspect 

of modern women who are conscious of 

their rights and individualities. What she 

was now she is not. She is no longer a gentle 

cow. She takes compact decisions and raises 

the fact reasonably.  

Another aspect of Anand’s 

humanistic note in this novel is the emphasis 

on the demand for deserting pain and 

barbarity and exercising mollification and 

softness. The novelist does this by depicting 

a true scene of the gloomy plot against 

which the tragedy of the novel takes place. 

At whatever place Gauri goes she meets 

with savage suffering but it is only Dr 

Mahindra who gives her solace. She tries to 

go to her every kith and kin for her shelter 

but she is hurt by each of them. They take 

rest after doing away with her from their 

house. Even her husband does it that Gauri 

truly loves. Panchi thinks that she is his wife 

and he is her lord so he can hit and kick her. 

Kesari, aunt-in-law, tortures her up to the 

very end by using the envious conduct and 

by instigating Panchi against her. Lakshmi 

and Amru love their property more than 

their daughter so they sell her away to a 

sixty-year old Seth. Gauri does face all the 

severe tests in her life but thanks to Dr 

Mahindra who is sympathetic to her. As 

usual in India, rains fall and drought takes 

its place and it rises in the psychics of the 

villagers that unpropitious happening is due 

to Gauri. And thus the mishap instigates the 

villagers to their savagery. Even Gauri 

thinks that her husband, Panchi, would have 

probably sent her away due to his miseries 

and mishaps. Mr. Anand explicates it 

through a minor character of the novel 

Rafique Chacha and indicates that poverty 

need not make people savage. Rafique 

Chacha is a poor man, but he is by nature 

gentle and keeps his goodness in spite of all 

miseries. He is kind enough to ask Panchi 

and his wife, Gauri, to come and live with 
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him. He does not leave any attempt to make 

their lives lively and delightful. But 

Dr.Mahindra solace and generosity make 

Gauri a hopeful woman. Due to Lakshmi’s 

and Amru’s greed for money Gauri faces 

with hardships. Dr Mahindra tries to up with 

the veritable evil of money and tells 

Lakshmi how people’s greed for money, 

power, possession and property has 

dominated in their lives. 

Lakshmi’s lure for money,’ the new 

god’ induces her to sell away her daughter. 

Even the hill men do not flee from the 

enticement of money, and its consequences 

are calamitous.  

The novelist tries to combat against 

the man’s faith in charms and omens, his 

power, possession, money, karma, and god- 

all age-old notions which impede the 

development of the people. The denizens of 

the village are the victims of superstitions. 

Panchi sometimes feels it nugatory to 

believe in superstitions but he is not 

completely got rid of it only because he 

considers the destiny of Gauri who is a prey 

of mishaps. Kesari thinks that these mishaps 

are due to the wrong stars of Gauri. 

Compelled by the circumstances Gauri 

thinks that she is probably an inauspicious 

woman as blamed by everyone. Like her 

husband, Gauri also believes in destiny and 

God, since she artlessly thinks that a day 

will come when she will be free from the 

reward of sufferings imposed by the kith and 

kin and the villagers. She contemplates that 

there is no means or no way for proving her 

virginity, for the mother Earth would not 

open up and swallow her hence has she 

decided to work out her own dirtying 

herself. Here the novelist indicates that man 

must rely on himself for his liveliness rather 

than on luck or god. Anand does not believe 

in the dogma of rebirth which is the 

mythical aspect of our Indian ‘religio-

reliance.’ That is why the novelist interprets 

it through Dr.Mahindra. 

Initially we find in the novel that 

Mr.Anand presents a realistic picture of 

Gauri’s sufferings. Gauri, a good and gentle 

woman, is aptly compared to a cow, for her 

endurance and immolation. The novelist 

again tries to evince the changes that come 

about in her. The credit goes to Dr.Mahindra 

who has influenced her life therefore she 

realizes that her salvation does not remain in 

her endurance and obedience to an age old 

corrupted society, but in an active 

opposition to it. Her company with 

Dr.Mahindra opens out a new horizon of 

life. Gauri, on this very ground, defies her 

family, wrenches herself from it completely 

and starts to live a new life on a new ground. 
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The whole plot is based on realism. The 

characters do not present only realistic ideas 

but they also depict the humanistic note of 

the novelist. Panchi, Lakshmi, Amru, 

Kesari, Mola Ram, Dr.Batra all are meant to 

indicate the age- old victims of Indian 

family and society- savage, impassive and 

superstitious. Dr. Mahindra tries to implant 

humanist ideas in Gauri by which she 

evinces how a person needs to depend on 

himself rather than on God for constructing 

his fate. The novelist tries to combat against 

falsity and hypocrisy, savagery and 

insensibility, and a defence of love and 

compassion, and all that goes to make man’s 

life gaysome and lenient.  

From this novel one can find the 

whole process in making of a modern 

woman from being a puppet in man’s hands 

to the state of an independent woman who 

asserts her equal rights with man and 

demands recognition as such. The novelist 

adroitly makes use of the old myth of the 

Ramayana and suggests how it is no longer 

possible for man either to keep woman 

suppressed or to neglect her lawful liberty, 

equality, identity and individuality. The 

emphasis for the amelioration of woman is 

one of the significant aspects of Anand’s 

humanism. One can see man as the chief 

exponent of humanism. The novelist says 

that it means what humanism has meant all 

along generally-“illumination or 

enlightenment in the interest of man, true to 

his highest nature and his noblest vision.” 

This way, “Man is the measure of all 

things.” 
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